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FROM THE EDITOR

……Taking stock of 2020
Realities to help us
navigate through 2021
Predictions……
Dear Readers,
Whilst 2020 has been a year like never before, everyone
is astonished how quickly it has passed. The many
difficulties and constraints we have experienced,
have not been trivial. Not least with the risk of getting
struck down by the virus. But as we peel away 2020
and welcome 2021, we should not expect an overnight
change – this course has still some play left to go!
But there are many positives that we should focus on,
as we prepare for 2021. Last month I spoke about the
‘reset’—what does a reset look like and what does it
take to achieve this?

Whilst the opportunities are many, re-thinking a path
forward and executing the deliverables is the major
challenge. It requires a different kind of leadership,
organisation and mindset to adapt to the new ‘reset(s)’
playing out. On reflection, these are not new. They have
been creeping up on us for quite a while. And maybe
we did not recognise them as threats before or simply
ignored them. Now it is all different and we ignore
these forces at our peril!

It is at this time of the year that I review what the many
Futurists are predicting. It is also at this point that a
flashback back to refresh what they said a year ago, to
try and calibrate a reality check vs the theory!

The theme for our Dec/Jan issue is “2020 Realities
leading us to 2021 Predictions” For the supply chain
industry, we must recognise the urgency to take note of
the changes around us. Leaders need to be visionary to
look out for the future, engage in change that embraces
Technology, People and business structures to meet the
challenges and adapt to the ‘reset’.

The trends predicted five years ago are still true and
unfolding in full force in front of us. What is clear is
that most Futurists are aligned on the forces that are
shaping our future and the ‘reset’.

We are pleased to report our latest LogiSYM event—
LogiSYM Vietnam, was a great success. Full coverage
can be found in the centre page. Look out for details of
our next LogiSYM event!

Many predictions are listed. But the most significant
and crucial ones to note, will not surprise us. The
speed and pervasion of Technology, the shift in global
economic power, rapid urbanisation, changes is social
and demographic compositions, critical impacts
on climate change, urgency for trade re-balancing,
personal wealth and evolving money flows and the
East West cultural shifts, are the forces to note. Delving
deeper into each force, will find more detail to reckon
with!

In this edition, we have several great feature articles
and opinion-editorials. We hope that you will find them
informative and interesting. I would also like to thank
all those who have put pen-to-paper to share with us
their insights and experience.

These are significant and powerful forces that are
shifting paradigms across the whole spectrum of our
lives. With the speed of each force and when combining
their interplay on each other, the reset is firmly in play
and unstoppable. What is still not clear, is what the new
landscape will turn out to be once the dust settles—I
suspect a continuing faster evolution!

As usual I look forward to receiving your feedback
at info@lscms.com and even publishing an article of
yours.
Meanwhile take care and stay safe!
Joe Lombardo
International Editor
info@lscms.org
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It's still a bumpy ride…

The other day I was told that there appears to be a light
at the end of the tunnel as vaccine shipments start
being delivered to many countries across the globe.
As optimism heightens, the jobs of supply chains and
logisticians should become easier.
In my opinion though, nothing can be further from
the truth. In the first half of last year, many ports,
airports and borders were closed so goods couldn't
flow easily. Today we are starting to see the ease of
restrictions around the movement of freight and
people, but the challenge is that there are so many
more variables to contend with when you manage a
global supply chain.
We're starting to hear of new repercussions like
cardboard shortages in the UK (again), a global shortage
of ocean freight containers almost everywhere, and
recently, that crude prices are edging up threatening
a knock-on effect on freight rates. Airfreight capacity
is increasing but rates still remain exorbitantly high.
Analysts are foreseeing in 2021 significant upheaval
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always.
What role do you want in 2021? If you're reading
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informed, and we look forward to accompanying you
on the ride.
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Time is nigh for a Vaccine
Distribution Ecosystem
Dr Krishnan – President Logistics & Supply Management Society

The news from Pfizer and
Arcturus over these last few days
gives one reason to believe that a
viable vaccine will be available to
many across the globe in the next
few months.
When
approved,
the
next
challenge will of course be the
ability to safely and securely ship
these vaccines to where they will
be available to citizens in every
part of a country. Accessibility
will be further compounded by
the likely possibility that these
vaccines will need to be shipped
at temperatures below zero
degrees Celsius. Temperature
excursions, which is the term used
to describe any period of time

when pharmaceutical products
like vaccines are stored or
shipped at a temperature outside
of the specified temperature
range defined on the label of the
product, could affect the efficacy
of the vaccine. Prolonged or
extreme temperature excursions
could even render them useless.
Transport
from
point
of
manufacture to capital cities
will not be the main issue. The
challenge will be when these
temperature sensitive vaccines
need to be shipped anywhere
and
everywhere
within
a
given country or region—for
example to the 17,508 islands
in the Indonesia archipelago.

Not only will we need to ensure
these are shipped at the correct
temperature and that batch and
lots of these vaccines are tracked
and tagged to ensure they are not
lost, stolen or simply misdirected
to the wrong destination but we
will also need to ensure adequate
ancillary items like syringes
and swabs are shipped with
the vaccines and the necessary
reverse logistics is addressed as
well as the need to ensure correct
and timely monitoring of vaccine
inoculation to stakeholders like
the manufacturers, NGOs and
governments.
Environmental and sustainability
issues also need to be considered in
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the distribution of vaccines. From
the disposal of syringes and other
paraphernalia to the reusability
of the specialised temperature
controlled packaging material
that will be deployed in what is
the largest single supply chain
challenge ever experienced by
humankind. If the forewarning
by health officials are to be
heeded, COVID-19 is probably just
the first of a plethora of viruses
humankind will be faced with
over the next century. Learnings
from how we handle COVID-19
will be useful in such future
scenarios.
All of the issues being highlighted
are just the tip of the iceberg and
many of us cannot even begin to
fathom the scale and magnitude
of vaccine distribution globally.
This situation is amplified more
greatly in the global south where
the vagaries of weather are more
extreme, with a larger extent of
the population in the lower half of
the socio-economic scale and with
an overall larger population base.

Solving the supply chain challenge
of the century is a mammoth
task that cannot be overcome by
just one company, government
or NGO. The hypothesis is that
countries and even groupings of
countries like the ASEAN or EU,
will, with the help of technology
not just form public private
partnerships or PPPs but whole
Vaccine Distribution Ecosystems
or VDEs.
These VDE will work in concert
with all necessary stakeholders
by adopting and implementing
the best available technology
platforms and tools to integrate
seamlessly with one another
and provide visibility through a
unified control tower. There could
be other approaches to solve this
supply chain challenge but none
will be as efficient or effective as
the VDE and where every delay
leads to a loss of life, countries
and stakeholder cannot just take
the most easily available option
but rather the one most able to
save mankind.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr Raymon Krishnan
President—The Logistics & Supply Chain Management Society
Dr Raymon Krishnan serves as President of the Logistics & Supply Chain
Management Society and Editor-At-Large for LogiSYM, the collaborative
platform of the Society.
Dr Krishnan has close to thirty years-experience in logistics and supply
chain management as an end user, educationist and service provider and his
experience covers the full Logistics spectrum, from raw material procurement
to physical distribution and eventually customer service and care, with a
strong grounding in Quality and Six Sigma. He was the Global Commercial
Director for a leading 3PL and prior to this role, he was responsible for Asia
Pacific Logistics & Trade Compliance for a major US Chemical company with
37 manufacturing sites across the region.
Dr Krishnan holds a degree in Logistics from the Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology and a Master of International Business from the University of
Wollongong and a Doctorate in Business Administration. He is also a Fellow of
the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport and The Australian Logistics
Academy and Associate Fellow of the Australian Institute of Management and
was an Honorary Fellow of the University of Wollongong.
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Container Rollovers: Predictions vs
the Reality of 2020
Ocean Insights
Tactical sailing cancellations
have been the norm for the year
2020, given the unprecedented
times we faced and are still facing. As a result, supply chain disruptions have been routine this
year, and shippers and freight
forwarders alike have faced the
brunt of it. What may have been
predicted as container rollover
trends (keeping last year's figures
in mind) have surpassed this year
given the sudden uncertain economic conditions faced globally.
The container rollover ratio has
remained high this year as compared to last year's same periods.
Towards the end of 2019, the major causes of concern remained
sluggish port activity in the
Greater China region combined
with distressed trade relations
between the US and China. 2020
was anticipated to be the year
for an upturn. Oxford Economics also predicted a 5% increase
in container throughput in 2020.
All in all, restructuring the Chinese economy and trade relations between the US and China
remained the biggest causes of
concern. Additionally, in January this year, DHL projected a
reasonably healthy container
trade growth for the mid-term.
However, by March, lockdowns
imposed in countries altered
consumer behaviour, consumption, industrial production, demand, and the global economy
altogether.
With
decreasing
volumes, service closures, loop
mergers, a succession of blank
sailings followed. Demand rose
with lockdowns being eased,
and carriers started resuming

services. There was an evident
surge in demand as container
lines struggled with available capacity and equipment shortages.
However, the year 2020 has
brought in a wave of unprecedented changes that the global
supply chain was not expecting.
Container rollovers have been a
significant cause of supply chain
disruption this year. An earlier study conducted using the
Ocean Insights platform with
data from carriers that moved
more than 10,000 containers
in H2, 2019, stated that, on average, between 5% and 17% of
all containers shipped are affected by container rollovers.
Container rollovers are a supply
chain evil that occurs due to numerous reasons such as cut and
runs to maintain sailing schedules, overbookings, and blank
sailings. Ships almost always
overbook their capacity owing
to poor forecasts between carriers and freight forwarders.
Estimates for overbooking further depend on shippers' noshow, and the practice has long
been considered a necessary evil
by most carriers. The consequences of this are adverse resulting in
container rollover or unutilised
vessel capacity while sailing.
Furthermore,
transshipment
ports or port of loading can both
have instances of container rollovers without the customers being aware. In general, transshipment containers at various hubs
have reported more rollover
instances as compared to con-

tainer rollover instances at POL.
As per the latest Ocean Insights
data, Singapore port witnessed
30.2% container rollovers in September '20, which is 8.7% more
than the numbers during the
same period last year. Similarly,
Hong Kong recorded 24.6% of
containers rolled over as compared to 15.3% in September 2019.
Tanjung Pelepas port in Malaysia further recorded 8.9%
more cargo rollovers than during the same period last year.
In times like these, data provides real actionable insights
into managing such supply
chain disruptions efficiently.
With data, businesses can effectively identify warning signs
and implement exigency plans
to avoid major disruptions and
provide better customer service.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ocean Insights
Ocean Insights (www.ocean-insights.com/) employs technology
and predictive analytics that help
detect deviations in scenarios
much earlier than what a carrier
can.
The real-time monitoring of container vessels brings to light critical data and a realistic shipment
status, which further helps in
proactive management of alerts
related to any disruptions. Advanced data analytics and proactive rollover alerts could save
businesses vast sums of money
and enable supply chain resilience.
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Resilient Supply Chain Network
Design—Unleashing the power of
scenario modelling
BY Dr Shereen Nassar – Global Director of Logistics Studies – Heriot-Watt University Dubai
With Key Presenter, Zaher Srour AIMMS Partner
The risk of supply chain disruptions is growing and so are the
operational and financial consequences of such disruptions.
It is normal for supply chains to
experience delays, short deliveries and quality issues that disrupt production and the supply of
goods to customers.
These types of risks affect operational factors. They are expected
to be uncertain and not influence the functionalities of supply
chains elements. However, the
disruption risks caused by supply chain disruptions can affect
the deliverables of supply chain
elements either partially or completely for undetermined time
duration.
The increased impact and scale
of supply chain disruption has
resulted in high uncertainty and
volatility. Current supply chain
networks are designed to mitigate the operational risks and
not the risks of disruptions. As a
result, today’s supply chains are
not robust nor resilient for their
purpose.
Supply chain networks with lowcost designs are vulnerable to
many risks. This has accelerated
the need for a transition towards
a resilient supply chain network
that can help mitigate supply
chain disruptions and protect
profitability.

Having a robust supply chains is
a determinator for business success. Organizations will be more
inclined to adopt robust supply
chain strategies for mitigating
disruptions if these strategies
can achieve both efficiency and
resilience. The former means
that an organization could manage operational risks i.e. normal
risks efficiently regardless of the
occurrence of major disruptions.
The latter means that an organi-

The Covid-19
coronavirus
has been a huge
wake-up call
and exposed the
vulnerability
of current
supply chains.
Businesses that
had considered
their supply
chains to be
resilient suddenly
found out that
they were not.

zation can sustain its operations
during a major disruption and
return to its original or a more
desirable state in a short period.
Both efficiency and resilience are
vital for organizations to ensure
proﬁtability and business continuity.
Agility and flexibility are core for
supply chain resilience. However,
most of the supply chain resilience
initiatives are limited to building
dynamic flexibility which can
only mitigate normal disruption
caused by uncertain demand and
supply. Mitigating supply chain
abnormal disruptions requires
building structural flexibility i.e.
designing a resilient supply chain
network.
The Covid-19 coronavirus has
been a huge wake-up call and
exposed the vulnerability of current supply chains. Businesses
that had considered their supply
chains to be resilient suddenly
found out that they were not.
Businesses carry out network design or redesign projects because
of specific business drivers. It
could be mergers and acquisitions, or the business is expanding
and looking for new geographic
territories.
Geography becomes very important and perhaps as important as
the business strategy. Geography
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drives the number and location
of facilities, service levels, transportation costs, local labour availability and many others.
The word “scenario” is nowadays in use all the time and everywhere and this is primarily
because we are living in an uncertain world. Some examples of
scenarios within the supply chain
network design context are:
•

•

•

If we want to assess whether
it is worth spending capex to
increase the capacity of a certain facility (warehouse, cross
docking platform or production factory)
If we want to evaluate the impact of closing or opening certain DCs
If we want to enforce lead
times in a specific part of a
supply chain and evaluate the
impact on the number and location of facilities and transport mode selection

There are many drivers for the
adoption of network design technologies. But we have seen increasing interest in built-in scenario modelling capabilities with
the companies that are building
resilience due to Covid-19 disruption. Supply Chain Professionals
use these built-in scenario modelling capabilities to achieve the
desired results.
Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Supply
Chain Strategy 2020—advises
companies to “prioritise the ability for scenario planning to be
conducted more frequently” as it
can improve decision-making.
Supply chain network Design
technologies are expected to re-

sult in resilience and better decision making and cost saving.
Scenario modelling is an effective
way to run different supply chain

network designs and to provide a
decision support to businesses.

Dr Shereen Nassar
Global Director of Logistics Studies and
the Director of the MSc Logistics and Supply
Chain Management,
Heriot-Watt University Dubai
Dr Shereen’s main research interest is sustainability and supply chain resilience. She has published numerous research
papers and book chapters in areas such as automotive recall risk and social sustainable supply chain performance,
sustainable maritime logistics, supply chain information
security, contemporary disruptive business applications
of blockchain technology, smart cities and implementation
challenges.
Dr Shereen has extensive international teaching experience
across UK and MENA region. She teaches both postgraduate
and undergraduate levels. Her teaching proves the diverse
expertise she has developed over a decade.

Zaher Srour
AIMMS Partner for MENA region
Zaher Srour is a supply chain and logistics professional who
has spent the last 20 years in the GCC. His expertise spans
a wide experience across the food industry, medical and life
sciences, and grocery retailers where he designed and implemented logistics operations that incorporated supply chain
network improvement studies, warehousing and transportation services and last mile delivery programs. He is currently
an AIMMS partner for the Middle East and North Africa
promoting the use of prescriptive analytics and optimisation in solving supply chain planning problems. Zaher has an
avid interest in sustainable food supply chains where he is a
strong advocate for food loss and waste reduction.
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The Future of a Digital Workforce
in Logistics and Supply Chains
Andrew Bowles MD at Automation Anywhere Asia
Synopsis by Joe Lombardo – Editor-in-Chief LogiSYM

Andrew Bowles, Managing Director, ASEAN/VP, Strategic Alliances,
APJ, for Automation Anywhere
(AA), delivered an excellent presentation on Robotic Processing
Automation (RPA). To develop an
effective RPA program, Andrew
explained that the starting point
is to look at the challenges in today’s supply chain which are the
new imperatives, being – demand
variability, labour shortages, poor
freight connectivity, inventory proliferations, shortages in supplies
and new regulations requirements.
“When humans and digital workers, work side-by-side, amazing
things happen,” explains Bowles.
We see business resiliency, labour
optimisation, faster cycle times,
positive customer experience, em-

DOWNLOAD
THE DECK

Understanding intelligent automation seems an easy concept to grasp.
But trying to implement a business
application can actually be quite
daunting if you do not prepare well
for the task!

ployee productivity and better compliance and security.
The three areas where tangible
benefits can accrue from RPA are
Resiliency, Scale and Agility, Proactive with insights. The case studies shared by Bowles, shows that the
deliverables for a logistics deployed
RPA could typically deliver 20% improved productivity, 85% decrease
in processing time, 50% manpower
saved daily, faster search times for
tracking numbers, significant delays in processing customer orders
and other significant results, depending on the type of project.
Bowles explained in clear terms
the six steps to success for an RPA
and helped to demystify intelligent
automation as great benefit to any
business.
On behalf of The Logistics & Supply
Chain Management Society (LSCMS), we would like to thank Bowles
for his time and for taking several
questions from the floor following

his very enlightening presentation
and our appreciation to Automation
Anywhere for hosting the lunch for
several members and guests of the
LSCMS.
To view the full presentation, please
scan the QR code above and further
information, contact: aseanmarketing@automationanywhere.com.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Andrew Bowles
Managing Director, ASEAN
Automation Anywhere Asia
Bowles runs ASEAN Commercial
Operations while scaling Partner
engagement and revenue contribution across APJ.
Bowles joined Automation Anywhere from Amazon Web Services
(AWS) where he led the APAC Enterprise Partner Business, which
included the foremost Advisory and
Consultancy Partners. Prior to his
AWS recruitment and subsequent
relocation to Singapore, Andrew
served as Vice President, Business
Development for AYASDI, an advanced analytics pioneer that amplifies traditional machine learning
with Topological Data Analysis automating the extraction of knowledge from complex data sets.
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Amazon swoops on 11 B767s as it
looks to fleet expansion

BY Damien Brett
Amazon Air has continued to
expand its owned-freighter fleet
with the purchase of seven B767300 aircraft from Delta Air Lines.
As well as the purchase of aircraft
from Delta, Amazon also confirmed
that it had bought four B767-300
aircraft from WestJet.
These 11 aircraft are the first
owned directly by Amazon, has
run its air cargo business through
lease deals with ATSG, Atlas Air
and Sun Country in North America
and Gecas/ASL in Europe.
The company said it would continue
to rely on third-party carriers to
operate these new aircraft.
The four aircraft purchased from
WestJet in March are currently
undergoing passenger to cargo
conversion and will join Amazon
Air’s network in 2021, and the
seven aircraft from Delta will enter
Amazon’s air cargo network in
2022.

Amazon said its fleet expansion
comes at a time when customers
are relying on “fast, free shipping
more than ever”.

Airport, Kahului Airport, Kona
International Airport, Los Angeles
International Airport and Louis
Armstrong International Airport.

“Our goal is to continue delivering
for customers across the US in the
way that they expect from Amazon,
and purchasing our own aircraft
is a natural next step toward that
goal,” said Sarah Rhoads, vice
president at Amazon Global Air.
“Having a mix of both leased and
owned aircraft in our growing
fleet allows us to better manage
our operations, which in turn helps
us to keep pace in meeting our
customer promises.”

Delta has been busy retiring aircraft
as it prepares for the delivery of
223 firm orders of Airbus aircraft,
according to data provider Cirium.

Last year, Amazon launched its
first-ever air hub at Leipzig/Halle
Airport in Germany and new
regional air operations at Lakeland
Linder International Airport, John
F. Kennedy International Airport,
San
Francisco
International
Airport,
Chicago
O’Hare
International Airport, Richmond
International Airport, AustinBergstrom International Airport,
Luis Muñoz Marín International

“Seattle-based
Amazon
Air
already has 74 aircraft in service
including 22 Boeing 737NGs and
52 767s,” Cirium said. “The cargo
carrier founded in 2016 grew its
fleet rapidly from 68 aircraft in
September. This latest deal with
Delta would place Amazon close
to its ambition to have a fleet of 80
aircraft by the end of 2021.”
Cirium added that the current
market conditions could allow
Amazon to purchase more aircraft
for conversion at a good price as
passenger airlines continue to
come under pressure because of
the Covid-19 outbreak and look to
offload unwanted aircraft.
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Cathay warns of higher H2 loss
with Nov traffic showing no
improvements

Hong Kong's flag carrier Cathay
Pacific said it expects a "significantly higher" second-half loss
than its record H1 loss as a result
of low demand, restructuring
charges and impairments on its
fleet of planes.
Cathay Pacific Group chief customer and commercial officer
Ronald Lam said: "We are still not
seeing any meaningful improvement in our passenger business.
On average, we carried just 1,261
passengers per day and load factor remained low at 18.5%—both
marginal increases over October.
"Looking ahead on the passenger
front, we still are not seeing significant demand for travel as we
head towards the end of 2020—
traditionally a strong travel season in the year. Demand continues to weaken on long-haul routes
and we anticipate we will rely
more on traffic on regional servic-

es in the immediate future. Given
the slow speed of recovery, we
expect to operate about 9% of preCovid-19 capacity in December
and slightly above 10% in January 2021."
Lam was more optimistic about
the airline's cargo performance
pointing out that demand further strengthened in November
mainly due to strong-ecommerce
traffic. There was also solid movement of electronic products, perishables and automotive shipments across our network.
"We also continue to work on customised solutions for our business
partners and notably we have
commenced a series of chartered
freighter flights serving Riyadh
in Saudi Arabia.
"We have been utilising our
freighter resources to their fullest
while also mounting 728 pairs of

cargo only passenger flights. This
was 152 pairs—or 26%—more
than we operated in October, and
30 of these carried cargo in the
passenger cabins. Meanwhile,
load factor remained high at
77.7%."
Lam further announced that the
airline will soon launch a seasonal cargo service into Hobart in
Australia beginning mid-December to support exports of fresh
produce from Tasmania into different parts of Asia.
"In terms of specialised products,
the airline, along with our cargo
terminal and ground-handling
subsidiaries, have been re-certified with IATA's CEIV Pharma accreditation, and we are actively
preparing ourselves to meet the
challenge of shipping temperature-and-time-sensitive vaccines
across our network when the time
arises."
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China presents freight train to
break speed record with 350kmph

BY RailFreight
A new record has been claimed
for the fastest freight train in the
world. The Chinese train manufacturer CRRC Tangshan presented its new bullet train, designed
to carry cargo at a speed of 350
kmph. The new type rolled off the
production line in Tangshan, in
north China's Hebei Province, on
23 December 2020.
The model resembles that of a passenger train, but has a 85% utility
rate for cargo. It is made in such a
way that it greatly reduces resistance. High-speed train manufacturing is traditionally focused on
passenger traffic. Until now the
fastest freight train ran at a speed
of 180 kmph operated by Mericitalia in Italy.
Characteristics
The CRRC train counts eight wagons, with 2.9-meter-wide loading
doors to ensure speedy loading

and unloading. According to media sources, it is not only the fastest freight train in the world, but
it can also be used at extreme temperatures: between -25 degrees
Celsius and 40 degrees Celsius.
The train could cover 1,500 kilometres within five hours. Considering the large territory of China,
this means a great boost to the domestic supply chain of goods. By
the end of 2035, the nationwide
rail network is to be expanded to
a total of 200,000 kilometres, including around 70,000 kilometres
of high-speed lines.
Trends
High-speed rail traffic is in high
demand around the world. However, high-speed lines usually
link major city centres, which
are typically not the destinations
for freight. Nevertheless, express
delivery of goods is increasingly
in demand with the current ecommerce boom, an high-speed

freight lines are not a luxusy.
This was the reason for Mercitalia to launch its Mercitalia Fast in
November 2018. It connects the
terminal of Maddaloni-Marcianise in Caserta, the natural logistic
gateway to Southern Italy, with
the Bologna Interport, one of the
most important logistics hubs in
Northern Italy.
CRRS
CRRC Tangshan is part of China
Railway Rolling Stock Corp—the
largest rail vehicle manufacturer
in China by production volume.
China is leading in terms of highspeed rail traffic. It has made
great efforts in high-speed passenger traffic. In May 2019, CRRC
Qingdao Sifang unveiled a prototype of a new maglev high-speed
train. The vehicle is able to speed
up to 600 kilometres per hour. The
manufacturer plans to start mass
production of the train this year.
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Acute shortage of containers in Asia
could run beyond February

Container shipping consultancy
Sea-Intelligence has warned that
the dire shortage of empty containers in key locations, especially in Asia, could persist into
at least February, and possibly
beyond.
In its latest Sunday Spotlight,
the consultancy analysed the
situation by modelling the overall state of the market based on
high-level regional data.
Alan Murphy, CEO of Sea-Intelligence, said the largest problem in
container shipping right now—
the dire shortage of empty containers in key locations, especially in Asia—is "driving spot rate
markets to historical highs, and
it is what is causing significant
grief to shippers looking to get
their product moved in a timely
fashion."

He noted that the question with
the highest priority for everyone
in the industry is: when will the
equipment shortage be resolved?
To get the answer, Murphy said
they carried out an analysis
based on 4 different strategies
available to the carriers, to potentially resolve the empty container shortage:
1.

Do nothing about the container shortages;

2.

Aggressively reposition empty containers on the export
legs into Asia;

3.

Injection of newbuild containers to ease the burden;
and

4.

Carriers aggressively reposition containers and have an
injection of container newbuilds.

"The only scenario in which
there is a prospect of resolving
the problem in January is the one
where carriers both procure new
containers, as well as reposition
aggressively," Murphy said, adding "this is exactly the strategy
that carriers are currently pursuing. However, this strategy
causes significant problems for
back-haul shippers.
"The market is thus faced with
a stark choice—either the carriers pursue the current strategy,
and there is the possibility of
resolving the container shortage
during January, or the carriers
reduce their aggressive repositioning strategy in order to serve
back-haul shippers, but then the
consequence is that the empty
container shortage problem will
persist into at least February, and
possibly beyond."
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Vaccine distribution to support AsiaPacific airfreight rates in 2021: HSBC

HSBC expects vaccine distribution
to support cargo rates at Asia-Pacific carriers in 2021, with Cathay
Pacific, China Airlines, Korean Air,
and China's 'big three' (Air China,
China Eastern Airlines and China
Southern Airlines) to be the main
beneficiaries.
In a research note, HSBC estimates
that coronavirus vaccine distribution will add just 2% to global
air cargo demand, but that this
will have a "meaningful impact"
on airfreight rates given that bellyhold capacity on passenger jets
isn't likely to recover until the second half of 2021 or even 2022.
It noted that Cathay, Korean, and
China Airlines traditionally have
the biggest exposure to cargo by
revenue, in the region of 20-30%
in 2019. It estimated that in 2020
profits in the cargo area will help
Cathay and China's 'big three' off-

set 9-30% of the losses caused by
weakness in the rest of their businesses.
"So far in 2020, airlines globally
have faced their worst crisis ever
with passenger traffic collapsing
in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic," it said.
"Airfreight traffic too declined but
at a slower pace vs passenger traffic while the decline in the passenger aircraft belly cargo capacity tightened the supply situation.
Consequently, air cargo freight
rates on certain key routes from
Asia have on average risen over
50% year on year for the year to
date."
It added that vaccine distribution
in the Asia-Pacific will be domestic and regional, given that most
Asia-Pacific vaccine work is taking
place in Mainland China and In-

dia, with some work taking place
in Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan.
More generally, HSBC expects that
airlines with strong domestic exposure, such as Chinese airlines
and Indian carriers such as IndiGo
and Spicejet, will be the first to return to profitability.
"Among the airlines exposed to
international traffic, those with a
high cargo exposure would likely
be the next to recover," it added.
"Within our coverage, we expect
Cathay Pacific to benefit given its
22% revenue exposure (pre-pandemic) to cargo and significant
sensitivity to the recovery of international air travel. Airlines with
mainly international passenger
exposure will likely recover the
last."
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“The Value of BluJay’s TMS for
Forwarders” Report— Nucleus
Research

BluJay Solutions, a leading provider of global supply chain software
and services, today announced
that Nucleus Research has released
analysis that reveals “The Value of
BluJay’s TMS for Forwarders.” BluJay’s Transportation Management
for Forwarders (TMFF) application is a single solution for complete supply chain execution—air,
ocean, and inland freight—purpose-built for global forwarders,
multi-station operations, and single-station freight forwarders.
“BluJay TMFF is helping logistics
providers around the world navigate greater demand fluctuations,
along with backorders, stock shortages, compliance hurdles, and regulatory uncertainty,” wrote Isaac
Gould, research analyst, Nucleus
Research. “Nucleus has found that
customers adopted the solution
to quickly digitise and automate
their shipping processes. Users
have also reported cost-savings
and reduced delivery delays by as
much as 10%.”
The research cycle included refer-

ences from BluJay freight forwarding customers including Rangel
Logistics Solutions.
From Isaac Gould: “BluJay TMFF
has proven use cases that demonstrate its reliability for enterprisescale businesses. Supply chain
managers need automation to
focus on higher value-add tasks,
analytics to identify cost savings
and operational improvement opportunities, and end-to-end visibility to pro-actively avoid disruptions and address exception
events,” continued Gould. “Where
traditional TMS vendors provide
isolated supply chain networks
that only connect its customers
with their supply chain partners,
BluJay improves the value proposition of all its solutions through its
global ecosystem of users and connected partners.”
Supporting business operations in
more than 100 countries, BluJay’s
TMFF handles multiple languages,
currencies, and time zones, and
provides visibility throughout the
shipment lifecycle. The application

automates key processes, reducing
the time and cost to handle each
shipment, resulting in better customer service and the ability to
differentiate in a competitive market.
“We appreciate the time and attention of this comprehensive analysis by Isaac and the Nucleus team,
as well as the insight from our
great forwarding customers,” said
Ritu Rooney, Senior Global Product
Manager at BluJay Solutions. “We
listen to our customers and understand that process automation, visibility, and providing an excellent
customer experience are keys to
any freight forwarder’s success.”
Recently, BluJay released Transportation Management for Forwarders 21.0, a web-based global,
multimodal freight forwarding
software application, featuring
Customer Portal, a collaborative
visibility and booking portal that
allows freight forwarders’ customers to easily access their key shipment data and make bookings online.
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Boomi Strengthens Effort To
Accelerate Customer Modernization
With AWS

Boomi, a Dell Technologies business, and a leading provider of
cloud-based integration platform as a service (iPaaS), today
announced an expansion of its
relationship with Amazon Web
Services (AWS). Boomi, an AWS
Technology Partner, has released
Boomi Kubernetes Molecule on
AWS Quick Start to help customers on AWS modernize through
enterprise data integration and
improve delivery of integrated
experiences. Additionally, Boomi
has joined the AWS Public Sector
Partner Program, further extending its focus on the government,
education and non-profit sector.
Boomi continually looks for new
ways to work with AWS through
pre-built offerings that help customers expedite the process to get
started with the Boomi platform
so that they can begin designing
and building their application and
event-driven data integrations.
Following the Boomi Molecule on
AWS Quick Start introduced in
2019, the Boomi Kubernetes Molecule on AWS Quick Start enables
customers to drastically slash the
time to deploy a Boomi Molecule
on Amazon Elastic Kubernetes
Service (Amazon EKS). By reduc-

ing hundreds of processes that
could take days to implement to
a few simple steps, Boomi allows
customers to deploy in under an
hour. In addition, customers will
be able to leverage the scalability
of deploying a Boomi Molecule on
Amazon EKS while also utilizing
the reference architectures and
deployment guides.
“We’re constantly seeking ways
to help customers advance their
migration to the cloud and application modernization efforts with
a platform-based approach that
enables integrated experiences,
which instantly connect people
to what they want,” said Ed Macosky, Head of Product at Boomi.
“Boomi’s relationship with AWS
and the development of the new
Boomi Kubernetes Molecule on
AWS Quick Start better enables
customers to deliver integrated
experiences. Through a simplified path to launching an elastic
Boomi runtime at scale, customers can accelerate cloud modernization on AWS projects.”
By joining the AWS Public Sector Partner Program, Boomi can
help federal, state, and local government entities and agencies

modernize and transform applications and IT to better serve citizens and communities on AWS.
Program participation also aids
higher education organizations’
efforts to support remote learning,
resilience, and campus re-entry.
In 2019, the Boomi AtomSphere
Platform achieved U.S. FedRAMP
authorization, and Boomi is now
a recognized Authority to Operate (ATO) on AWS Partner. ATO on
AWS outlines standards in security, authorization, and monitoring
of cloud services and products.
Today’s announcement from Boomi follows the recent introduction of the Boomi iPaaS Connector
for Amazon EventBridge, an outof-the-box integration connector.
Customers use the Boomi Connector for Amazon EventBridge as a
source for their Amazon EventBridge integrations.
Boomi’s industry-leading iPaaS
is designed to make it faster and
easier to unify data, systems, applications, processes, and people.
The Boomi AtomSphere Platform
can help manage the movement
of data across hybrid cloud landscapes, bringing all data together
in real time.
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Zebra Technologies and Singapore
Polytechnic Nurture Singapore’s Next
Generation of Manufacturing Talent
Zebra Technologies Corporation,
an innovator at the front line of
business with solutions and partners that deliver a performance
edge, today announced that Singapore Polytechnic will be using
Zebra’s cutting-edge hardware
and software technology. This
opportunity will help prepare its
students for advanced manufacturing and support Singapore’s
Advanced Manufacturing Global
Hub vision.
This new initiative is part of the
ongoing partnership between Zebra Technologies and Singapore
Polytechnic under a three-year
Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU). The MOU outlines both parties’ intention to work together as
part of the Singapore Polytechnic
Advanced Manufacturing Partners Network, benefitting more
than 240 Singapore Polytechnic
students with Diplomas in Electrical & Electronic Engineering and
Computer Engineering.
Zebra’s Ultra Wideband (UWB)
technology, which underpins
much of the Zebra MotionWorks
portfolio, serves to provide a
world-class platform to enable accurate location and tracking solutions. It will be set up in Singapore
Polytechnic’s Smart Workflow
Solution lab for staff to conduct
courses for both full-time Diploma
students and part-time courses
for working adults. The objective
is to expose its students to the latest technology used by the manufacturing sector today. It further
serves as a proof of concept to
showcase how this technology can
be used by advanced manufactur-

ing facilities to monitor and grant
authorization selectively to qualified operators for certain heavy
machinery for safety purposes,
amongst many other use cases.
“At Singapore Polytechnic, we believe in the importance of mentoring and training our learners
to be ready for successful careers
in an advanced manufacturing
future,” said Toh Ser Khoon, Director of Singapore Polytechnic’s
School of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering. “Our partnership
with Zebra Technologies will play
a key role in equipping our future
smart manufacturing talents with
the relevant skill sets and technological competencies to develop
innovative advanced manufacturing solutions that will drive Singapore’s economic growth.”
Real-time visibility solutions, coupled with real-time technology,
can help businesses in the manufacturing industry streamline and
automate their entire supply chain,

from inventory to business operations. By equipping Singapore
Polytechnic students with this new
technology, the initiative seeks to
raise awareness of the importance
of upskilling the workforce to establish a successful advanced manufacturing future in Singapore.
“It is imperative that the future
generation of Singapore is empowered with the right technology and
training to be prepared for imminent challenges and the constantly
evolving digital landscape,” said
Fang-How Lim, Regional Director
for Southeast Asia, Zebra Technologies. “Zebra Technologies is
a leader in empowering the front
line in key industries to deliver a
performance edge for more than
50 years. We are committed to supporting Singapore’s aspirations to
grow the advanced manufacturing sector through the training
of Singapore workers, thereby
contributing to its transformation
into a resilient, digitally advanced
manufacturing base in Asia.”

LogiSYM - Vietnam
Digital 2020
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BY Joe Lombardo, Editor-InChief, LogiSYM
EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

Management Society, Supply
Chain Wayne, APAC CIO
Outlook and Automotive
Logistics.

2020 has been the year of virtual
conferences and meetings for
most of us. We have discovered
whole new world of virtual video
conferencing platforms, of which
the most well known is Zoom. But
there are many more that have
appeared, giving us a vast array
of choices to choose from.

OUR SPEAKERS, PANEL
MODERATORS AND PANEL
MEMBERS

On 1st and 2nd December
LogiSYM held its Vietnam 2020
Digital event on a platform called
AirMeet.

This collective source of rich
knowledge, industry experience
and market buzz, is a very unique
opportunity and one which has
made this event a great success.
There will be many follow-up
actions for us all, as we prepare
for 2021.

We can proudly say that the event
went off well. But it must be said
that the dry runs we held for the
various panel members, was a
good practice for using AirMeet,
overall a good platform to work
with.
Let me start this synopsis by
again thanking all those who
have contributed to the success
of the event, without whom
the event would not have been
possible—

A very big thank you to all our
Speakers,
Panel
Moderators
and Panel Members, for their
valuable time, contributions and
insights into the expertise area.
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THE FEEDBACK
We thank all those who have
written in, to give us some
feedback of the event for which
we are grateful and indicative
of the many industry players
who are actively driving change,
innovation and shaping the
future.
We share below some quotes to
remind us of the event. We were
not able to publish all of them but
we do thank all those who did
send us their feedback.

OUR DELEGATES
We thank all those who have
signed-up
and
joined
the
event to share with us their
comments and views. Audience
participation is most gratifying
to speakers and panelists, as it
makes their contributions to the
event more appreciative.

NGUYỄN
DUY
HỒNG,
DEPUTY
CEO,
SMARTLOG
SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS
CORPORATION

OUR SPONSORS:

•

Platinum Sponsor–GLG

•

Sponsors–CEVA
Logistics,
Cainiao from Alibaba and
Zebra

•

Media Partners–CargoNOW,
the Logistics & Supply Chain

A presentation by Stephen Higgins (L), Director, Capital Markets at JLL Vietnam,
hosted by Bob Gill (R), General Manager SEA at ARC Advisory Group.
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Joe Lombardo (centre) moderating the Securing Networks & Cyber Security Safeguards Panel with Serene Keng (L), Head of Channel, ASEAN+Korea at Proofpoint
Inc. and Darwin Thio (R), Managing Partner at SRS Advisory Pte Ltd and SRS
Cybernetics Pte Ltd..

"EVFTA and CPTPP will be
boosting Vietnam’s export to Asia
Pacific and Europe as such FTAs
leverage taxes and facilitates
trade. RCEP, for its part, will
be aiding Vietnam to conform
better with regulations of C/O;
and maintain its sustainable
development in the incumbent
markets. Vietnam has spent
no effort for a decade to be full

member of such agreements.
Its business firms have been
well-prepared for this and have
understood the benefits despite
some possible disputes of the
multiple signed agreements.
Digital
transformation
is
prerequisite that the country has
encouraged its business firms to
invest in technology, people and
process."

(Clockwise) Bob Gills moderating the Supply Chain Innovation – Improving the
Customer Experience Panel with Alvin Siow, Head of IS, Asia and China at Santen,
Wolfgang Lehmacher, Advisory Board Member at The Logistics & Supply Chain
Management Society (LSCMS) and Nicole Tretwer, Head of Logistics Services,
APAC at Swarovski
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Now is the time to understand the
benefits, the qualifying criteria
and to implement it within your
supply chain.”

RUSSELL SCOULAR,
CHAIRMAN, CHATTO CREEK
ADVISORY
"The relatively easy part of FTAs
is their negotiation. The harder
part is ensuring business can
and does access them. Without
this participation, there can
be no benefits from FTAs. The
negotiators of agreements like
the Vietnam-EU, CPTPP and RCEP
deserve our congratulations. We
must now all work strenuously to
ensure delivery of the promised
dividends."

ROYSTON PHUA, VERTICAL
PRACTICE LEAD, APAC SUPPLY
CHAIN, ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES
ASIA PACIFIC
“Warehouses today operate in
conditions shaped by disruptive
forces. Warehouse modernization
is imperative for them to stay
relevant and cost competitive to
achieve sustained operational
excellence
and
customer
satisfaction.”
FUTURE EVENTS
In 2020 Digital technology has

BIPIN BALAKRISHNAN,
PARTNER—TAX AT KPMG
SINGAPORE
“The EVFTA and the RCEP are
evidence that global trade is truly
alive. This is a golden opportunity
for companies with international
sourcing, manufacturing and sales
footprints to reap these benefits.
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given us a big opportunity to
connect with many more people,
than we could have expected for
with the absence of on-site venue
events. Digital events have brought
together speakers and delegates
from all over the Far East region
and even some from further
afield. This has enabled the supply
chain industry to stay connected,
to hear views and trends that are
emerging and that will influence
the supply chain industry in the
coming years. It is has been a year
of learning!
The future of such events are very
likely going to be hybrid ones.
Where we set-up limited on-site
local events but also digitally
connecting speakers, panelist and
delegates to the on-site event. This
brings the best of worlds – keeping
the supply chain wheels in motion
and overcoming travel constraints.
LogiSYM is already underway with
advanced planning for two such
events for 2021, with a possible
third one targeted for the latter part
of the year. We are excited about
the opportunities opening up in
the area and shall be announcing
updates on regular basis – look out
for these events updates!

Joe Lombardo

Director—Project and Performance Management
ESP Consult

Joe Lombardo is the founder of a specialist consultancy whose mission is
pivotal on delivering a core vision of enabling sustainable performance .
ESP Consult an independent Business Consultancy (since 2014), offering
consulting and advisory services in Business Performance Management,
supporting programs for Transformational Business Management,
improvements in the Supply Chain Logistics Management and Trade
& Customs Compliance programs. ESP Consult brings the technical
understanding and practical knowledge to develop Performance Execution
Programs to deliver Company Business Strategies.

From Soba to Udon—Are
the Noodles in the FTA
Bowl Getting Too Thick?
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BY Frank Debets, Managing
Partner, PwC Worldtrade Management Services

I

f nothing else, the COVID-19 crisis has forced companies to look
for cost savings with significantly increased vigour. Sooner
or later, they should be considering the use of Preferential Trade
Agreements. These agreements offer companies preferential access
to the markets of member territories (“parties”), provided they meet
the conditions of the agreement.
So far so good. But that appears to
be where the easy part ends. The
use of such agreements (let’s for
ease of reference call them FTAs
for the purpose of this article,
as that is the most common colloquial term, although there are
many others floating around) has
however been continuously disappointing. Perhaps most surprising
is how little most companies know
or – apparently – care about such
agreements.
It is not immediately evident why
this is so. Governments have spent
considerable time, effort and political capital negotiating such agreements. From simple beginnings,
many have relentlessly expanded
the scope of what such agreements cover. They have also spent
significant resources publicising
and socialising such agreements,
and dedicated further resources to
helping companies use them.
Yet in our daily work at PwC, we
come across many companies that
seem to be missing out. Some don’t
appear to have heard of FTAs at
all (which in truth is quite an impressive feat!). Others have simply
never considered the use of FTAs,
either for their existing supply
chains or for planning new ones,
based on their assumptions that

they won’t help. Yet others have
considered and analysed them
but are still unable to benefit from
them. And then on the flipside,
there is also a not inconsiderable
set of companies that are reaping
benefits but really shouldn’t, much
to the concern of the authorities.
This article does not intend to
solve all of that (although it would
be nice if it did). It does attempt
however to address some of the apparent elephants in the room as to
why FTAs are either not used, or
not used correctly, before thinking
out loud as to what perhaps regulators and business can do to reap
more rewards from FTA usage.
PROBLEMS ALL AROUND
FTA ignorance cannot stem from
them being so new and unfamiliar. By some accounts, the conception of the first FTA dates back to
1860, when tariffs between France
and England were removed (wine,
brandy and silk in one direction,
and coal and iron in the other!)
under the Cobden-Chevalier Treaty. The immediate economic impact was small. But the principle
caught on and was quickly and
widely replicated.
For a long time, and predominantly still, most people and businesses tend to think about FTAs as
just that: a way to reduce tariffs
on good originating in one party
upon entry into another. Although
somewhat simplistic, that is not
necessarily a bad way to think
about FTAs, at least for companies
that ship goods across borders.
There are however many other
companies that do not trade tangible goods across borders but may
be able to benefit from provisions
on services, investment and government procurement etc. These
more recent extension to FTAs
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have by and large either gone unnoticed, or at least have not been
picked up by businesses in a constructive way.
For FTAs to be better considered
and used, many conditions need
to be met. Some of the most important examples from our experience are:
Knowing and understanding
the FTAs:
There is no lack of databases
relatively easily available to
query. There are also ever more
summaries of the key points of
such FTAs. And increasingly,
technology tools are around
to query what a specific FTA
may offer and how it could be
of value to a particular company. Yet they are all—for now
at least—approximations of the
true complex nature of FTAs
and are unlikely to include exceptional but crucial considerations that have a material impact on the actual value of the
FTA provision(s) being considered. The original ASEAN Free
Trade Agreement text was a
blissful 16 pages of simple text.
The current ATIGA, including
its annexes, runs into hundreds
of pages of legalese. The CPTPP
outdoes that by at least a factor
ten. Whereas these texts are
well intended, for the average
reader they simply lose the plot.
Early analysis of options:
All too often, value chain decisions are made irrespective of
trade considerations, be it on
sourcing, location of manufacturing or services centres,
ownership structures, shipping routes, storing options,
priority consumer markets and
so on and so forth. FTAs are
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subsequently “overlaid”, to assess whether the value chains
that have already been decided
offer potential for FTA benefits.
Often, they do not, and it is too
late, politically or economically,
to change earlier decisions on
value chain structuring. Employees that may understand
FTAs and the opportunities
they offer are usually at too low
a level in the pecking order to
be able to make a difference.

But the devil lies
in the detail, for
example, on what
value can count
as being added,
or how the rules
interact with one
another, can
create a web of
interdependencies
nigh-on impossible to navigate.
That results in
many companies
either giving
up or getting it
wrong.
Understanding of the rules of
origin:
There are two sides to this. Often, an FTA’s Rules of Origin are
simply too complex for anyone

to understand, let alone apply.
The core rules are usually easy
enough. Add 40% value. Change
of tariff heading. But the devil
lies in the detail, for example,
on what value can count as
being added, or how the rules
interact with one another, can
create a web of interdependencies nigh-on impossible to
navigate. That results in many
companies either giving up or
getting it wrong. On the other
hand, many companies do not
or cannot allocate sufficient, or
sufficiently trained, resources,
either in-house or external, to
allow a proper analysis and
evaluation of the options. Even
if analyses do happen, they
tend to be snapshots in time
that rarely consider predictable
future developments. Finally,
we see or hear of many companies taking shortcuts, “taking
a chance” and only looking in
earnest if forced to do so. This
obviously makes the authorities more nervous and keener
to audit, which in turn puts
would-be users of FTAs off.
Predictable implementation of
the rules:
One of the biggest bugbears
for companies large and small
has been the inconsistent and
unpredictable implementation
and application of the many
FTA rules in practice. Between
FTAs, within the same FTA
but between parties, between
different officers within the
same party, and even with the
same officer on different days,
importers can experience a
wide range of varying practical requirements that need to
be met. Documentation to be
presented. What constitutes
minimal processing. What is
“customs control”. What colour
pen to use. Increasingly, just

simply knowing whether an
originating product will be accorded preferential treatment
is not enough, but being able to
correctly pre-empt and manage
the in practice implementation
of such rules is key to reducing
the administrative heartburn.
Penalty regimes:
As implied earlier, the increasing complexity of FTAs results
in many companies using them
inappropriately, be that accidentally or on purpose. That of
course does not make the regulators very happy. FTA audits,
particularly on the use of preferential tariffs, have become
more commonplace and more
intrusive in recent times. That,
in itself, is not necessarily a
problem when it comes to using
FTAs. However, the unpredictability encountered by companies on practical implementation of FTA rules when benefits
are sought are carried over into
the audit world. Hence, a company that may have thought
it was doing everything right
with the requisite documentation or evidence may find
themselves in a position where
customs auditors could have a
different interpretation of the
rules. Coupled with the fact that
customs authorities are always
looking for further revenues,
back-duties and penalties can
add up to significant amounts
that are not recoverable from
customers in retrospect. Especially for smaller companies,
this “FTA fear factor” is often
insurmountable.
Other trade measures:
FTAs do not operate in isolation. FTA benefits can easily be
negated by other taxes or meas-
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ures that suddenly apply. A
simple example is the recent
(re-)introduction of punitive
tariffs by the US on Canadian
originating aluminium products just a month or so after the
implementation of the USCMA.
The increased use of direct or
indirect taxes to capture the
developing digital economy
can also play havoc with value
chain decisions that are driven by FTA utilisation. With no
clear hierarchy between the
different taxes and measures,
many companies simply cannot be asked.

It is likely
unrealistic that
existing FTAs
can easily be split
into independent
components and
its rules and
exceptions be
made simpler.
As per usual, pointing out problems and being critical is much
easier than being constructive. At
the same time, a more open discussion and understanding of the
key challenges getting in the way
of better use of FTAs is a good and
essential starting point.
Nevertheless, let’s have a stab
at some suggestions for changes
that might have a positive impact,
either for the regulators or for
would-be users of FTAs in the private sector.

WHAT MIGHT THE REGULATORS WANT TO CONSIDER?
The main purpose of FTAs is, obviously, to facilitate trade. Underlying this objective is the assumption that facilitated trade leads to
increased economic activity in a
party, thus generating more employment and wealth. Direct evidence for this is hard to present,
and popular opinion has consequently turned somewhat against
the idea of open trade being a force
for good. But there are quite a few
things that regulators could do to
help themselves and their economies create better argumentation.
Here are a few:
Alignment:
The different regulatory bodies involved in the negotiations
and implementation of FTAs
have different, and often conflicting, objectives and KPIs.
The expanded scope of FTAs
also means that an increasingly large number of separate
regulatory bodies are involved
in their negotiation and implementation. Without proper
alignment between them, implicit or explicit contradictions
within an FTA are becoming
more prevalent, either in the
legal text itself or in its implementation and application. Accepting that such differences
exist but taking a consistent
approach for the overall and
greater good should be the
driver for all affected regulatory bodies, win or lose.
Simplicity:
FTAs, both in their scope and
in their detail, have become
too complex. The noodles in the
bowl have become too thick. Although there is much to say for
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ambition of coverage and concern about loopholes, in practice both appear to be leading
to less use of FTAs, not more.
It is likely unrealistic that existing FTAs can easily be split
into independent components
and its rules and exceptions
be made simpler. Nevertheless,
any move in that direction will
likely be helpful. It will make
clearer which agreement intends to achieve what, and who
(which companies and who
in such companies) should be
looking at them. Simpler rules,
such as rules of origin—less
interwoven, combined with a
better system of guidelines and
rulings on implementation (see
below), perhaps combined with
a clearer penalty regime, could
go a long way in making FTAs
more manageable, especially
for smaller companies.
Predictability:
There are few things the business world likes more than
predictability.
Uncertainty
kills opportunity, investment
and growth. The complexity mentioned above in itself
makes predictability harder to
achieve, as it invariably leads to
multiple reasonable interpretations of rules. Combined with
a lack of formal and informal
guidance (see below), companies are rightfully concerned
that any effort and recourses
allocated to utilising FTAs, no
matter how sincerely, may end
up being wasted. Whatever the
regulators can do to reduce unpredictability would help. That
should start with recognising
that there are problems and
attempting to clearly identify
them. The reluctance, for example, of creating a clear and
comprehensive listing of nontariff measures and non-tariff
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barriers, based on the practical experience of businesses
(perception VS reality) is not
very helpful. Clearer listing of
such problems would allow the
many requirements that are
just a nuisance (colour pen?)
to be removed, and pave the
way for an open and constructive discussion to take place on
what else can be tackled and
how.
Coming off the fence:
To help deal with the complexity and increase the predictability referred to above, it is essential for authorities to be willing
and able to provide guidance
and rulings on the correct interpretation of an FTA. Simplifying the legal text would make
that even more important. Yet
in many territories, “in-principle rulings” appear not to find
much favour with the authorities. It is not immediately clear
whether this is out of a reluctance to decide, an inability to
reach consensus, a fear of abuse
by the private sector, a combination of those, or something
else altogether. Nevertheless, it
is one of the biggest stumbling
blocks for companies to make
a case to utilise relevant provisions of FTAs. A telling example
is ASEAN’s ARISE – its early implementation focused so much
on the details of a specific import transaction rather than
the point of principle in question, resulting in real or perceived negative implications
for the affected importer. Not
only was it not used much then,
but even its improved successor
remains underutilised because
companies are too fearful of
its repercussions. Meanwhile,
the authorities treat this as
evidence that if no issues are
raised, there must be none! The

much-touted argument that
rulings cannot be published
because they contain companies’ confidential information
likewise holds little ground –
many lawyers have no problem
scrubbing texts of confidential
information without losing the
essence of what they say.
WHAT MIGHT BUSINESSES
WANT TO CONSIDER?
Clearly, there is much that the regulators could do to improve FTA
utilisation and ensure that companies would not let the efforts that
have gone into negotiating FTAs
to waste. However, many companies are well advised also to look
at themselves in order to enhance
their fortunes on the back of FTA
opportunities. Again, some examples:
Appropriate consideration:
It is our experience that in
many organisations, the analysis of and argumentation for
the potential use of FTA is at
best ill-defined and at worst
entirely non-existent, with accidental allocation of responsibility the most common middle ground. This holds for large
MNCs as much as for smaller
businesses and is probably less
excusable in the former. Consequently, not only are FTAs not
well understood, they are also
not considered at the right time
and at the right level to have a
meaningful impact. Creation
of a “Chief FTA Officer” position would probably go a bit too
far, but the concept is not a bad
one. Bearing in mind the ever
expanding scope of FTAs, it is
also likely that this responsibility needs to be clearly split between and allocated to a range
of people, depending on sub-
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ject matter expertise. Beyond
this, allocating an appropriate
level of resources, in-house or
through third parties, is good
business management – cutting
corners or not spending at all is
sub-optimal at best.
Materiality:
We see many examples of FTA
benefits being dismissed for
not being significant. Although
it is obviously each company’s
prerogative to determine what
is worthwhile and what is not,
in many cases, future and indirect benefits of FTAs tend to
be undervalued, while risks
of complications and penalties
are overblown. Creating a mentality of pursuing the concept of
FTA benefits without worrying
unduly about the scale of an individual opportunity can carry
significant long-term value. A
good example is one company
that implemented a “no-shipment, however small, leaves
any of our factories without a
Certificate of Origin” approach
which drove thinking and efficiencies that led to multiplemillions of dollars of annual
savings for very limited sustained effort.
Sustainability:
Just as it is too easy to dismiss
opportunities by having too
short a horizon, it is easy to
lose sight of the fact that significant savings can be at risk
if not properly and proactively
managed and maintained.
Commercial situations change
almost daily. Decisions are taken within organisations, for example, by a procurement team,
that affect ongoing compliance
with FTA rules. This is becoming more of a problem with

the front line of governance of
FTA compliance being pushed
more onto companies than
regulators. Development and
implementation of appropriate
processes and technology to
safeguard FTA benefits is not a
luxury but tends to be treated
as one. Considering the negative impact of falling foul of the
rules, monetary, reputationally
and perhaps criminally, that is
surprising to say the least.
THE WAY FORWARD
As mentioned in the introduction, this article has attempted to
address some of the apparent elephants in the room as to why FTAs
are either not used or not used
correctly, and present some ideas
about what perhaps regulators
and business can do to reap more
rewards from them.
None of the problems listed are
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new. Yet they are nowhere near
being talked about enough in the
open to allow even a start to potential resolutions. Some of our
thoughts and ideas for a path to
improvement may be too unrealistic or ambitious, or utopian even.
Yet none of them are predestined
to fail without at least a half decent
attempt.
Perhaps summarising the recipe:
•

Thinner noodles (simpler
FTAs);

•

More bowls (different FTAs for
different subject matters);

•

Clearer soup (better predictability);

•

Lower calories (reduced materiality thresholds); and

•

Better cutlery (more appropriate resourcing).

Bon appetit!
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BY Tony Lugg, Board of Advisor
for the International Supply
Chain Protection Organisation
ccording to Lambert and
Cooper, accelerating globalisation and propelling
innovations have been responsible over the past years for developing market competition. As a
result, the focus for enterprises
has moved from contending between them on conveying better
quality products to reforming
their respective supply chain
networks.

more than a year resulting in
25% tariffs placed on US$200 billion of Chinese goods. As a result
of the intensifying battle, more
and more companies announced
plans or are considering shifting manufacturing from China.
According to Nikkei, the Asian
Review, HP and Dell could move
up to about 30% of their production from China to India. Japan’s
Nintendo also pulled out some
of the portion of its video game
production from China to Vietnam because of the ongoing
trade wars.

Effective supply chain design
and management thereof allow
companies to become leaner and
more productive business operations in a stable climate. Yet
supply chains' inherent vulnerability often ultimately brings
unexpected risks. This is especially true as companies have increasingly resorted to outsourcing activities
in production
and research and development
(R&D).

One of the risks of outsourcing supply chain management
(SCM), miscommunication by
the partner company or a retailer from another country. This
could cause failure to manage
inventory, causing disruption to
the business, resulting in stockouts. This would lead to poor
customer service experience
that will affect the brand image
of the organisation internationally.

Considering operational supply
chain issues around the globe.
Ecommerce businesses are being overwhelmed by these concerns. Customer service, parts
shortages, unprecedented inventory growth, and warrant management can actually take up
internal sources and affect profit
margins. This makes it difficult
to focus on the business itself.
Another problem is the political aspect of the country, which
may affect the transition of business to another country.

There could also be lengthy onboarding where SCM partners
would take time to be aligned to
model, especially when they are
just new to the field itself. This
would give rise to unexpected
costs. Shifting to a foreign country can be expensive. The SCM
provider needs to be transparent about their costs since hidden charges can weigh heavy
on the business. According to
Global Edge, this does happens
in Vietnam.

A

For example, in the year 2019
the trade war between the US
and China was dragged on for

Vietnam’s risk assessment of
their weaknesses is the shortcomings in the business climate
led by concerns surrounding
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Migrating costs
to low cost
countries has
moved from
being an
“interesting
idea” to an
imperative for
most industrial
companies. But
it’s a “must do”
that too often is
managed with
ambivalence.
data transparency. Connected to
the political issues of the country are also perceptions of corrupt practices. Migrating costs
to low cost countries (LCCs) has
moved from being an “interesting idea” to an imperative for
most industrial companies. But
it’s a “must do” that too often is
managed with ambivalence.
On the one hand, companies see
it as a critical part of their cost
strategy; on the other, too many
firms seem to attempt it only
half-heartedly. They aren’t sure
which costs to shift elsewhere,
where to shift them or how to go
about the organisational changes that such “cost migration” imply. (Vestring et al. 2005)
Apart from all the political issues, according to Thai Enquir-
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er manufacturers in garments,
plastic and electronic industries are continuing to move
out of Thailand to Vietnam to
gain benefits from trade deals
since Vietnam now is part of the
Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Transpacific Partnership (CPTPP) as well as the
European Union Vietnam Free
Trade Agreement (EVFTA).

Thought processes that should
be considered during relocation
in Vietnam should include:

Shifting production to or from
other Asian countries like China
and Vietnam can be a painful
and difficult process. China has a
huge workforce of skilled workforce and its infrastructures is
resilient and less prone to electricity problems and moving
out production from them can
have serious consequences for
large manufacturers like Apple,
since they’ve employed around
10,000 people directly in China
and would be losing at least 15 to
30% of production. Moving out
production may lead to a diminished quality of products and
services.
As the pandemic hits globally,
manufacturing in Vietnam is
experiencing continued and unprecedented growth relative to
other low-cost countries. International investors are increasingly
choosing Vietnam as a China plus
one destination to combat rising
costs in China and other unpredictable scenarios. Although
Dustin Daugherty, Head of North
American Desk says "Vietnam
has uniquely strong advantages
as an investment destination for
US Companies rise steadily over
the past half-decade or so, it’s
important to remember that it is
still a rather unfamiliar market
for new investors."

•

Market study;

•

Initial Screening;

•

Preliminary due diligence
and long-list locations;

•

Detailed due diligence;

•

Comparison model development;

•

Final site selections; and

•

Organizing a visit

Source: Vietnam Briefing
As Vietnam expands as a manufacturing hub, it relies on imports.
However, outsourcing businesses in foreign countries can have
some pros as well that works towards profitability and focusing
on your core competencies.
•

SCM gives competitive advantage

•

Reduces overall costs

•

Ensure on meeting customer
demand

•

Increase flexibility and
adaptability

•

Reduce overhead and risk

•

Increase capabilities and
resources

As Vietnam provides several options for market entry, companies should have a clear understanding of the production that
they intend to carry out in the
market. Having a representative office offers a low-cost entry
for companies seeking to gain
a better understanding of the
Vietnamese Market. Also, hav-

ing a branch office and a joint
venture can be an advantage a
there will be a public-private
partnership that entails a foreign or domestic enterprise and
the government of Vietnam.
Though majority of the countries and businesses are still
very much in crisis management phase of COVID-19, more
businesses and organizations
are already exploring and planning up their future into moving out production to Vietnam
because of the US and China
trade wars that’s still going on.
This includes contemplating the
course corrections they need
to make given technical developments, the evolving actions
of consumers and workers, the
need for operational mobility and resilience to the supply
chain, and the state's expanded
position.
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Digitisation:

Shifting Gears in 2021
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020 will be remembered as
the year of mass digitisation.
Few had imagined that the
wind finally started turning. But
when humans don’t have a choice,
they adapt. Before Covid-19, pressures resulted from slowing
growth and trade wars and rising
consumer expectations.
Consumers
demand
more
transparency, governments wish
to ensure homeland security, and
supply chain stakeholders are
seeking higher levels of visibility
for optimisation and increased
resiliency. But Covid-19 has turned
out to be the biggest game changer
and accelerator of the digitisation
of our economy and society this
century.
Suddenly, digital tools, like video
conferencing became mainstream.
But how deep is the change?
What were the fundamental
transformations driven by leaders?
Beyond working from home and
the acceleration of e-commerce,
some necessities evolved on their
own.
But, are organizations and
governments
capturing
this
special moment and momentum
to drive upgrades, restructurings
and reforms? Are we about to
see a broader and better use of
technology to drive productivity
and build more resilient chains?
Are we more fiercely tackling
the challenges our global society
is facing, like over-population,
degradation of land, pollution of
air and oceans, climate change,
and increasing tensions caused by
inequality?

It becomes clear that this change is
not only about technology but most
importantly about mind shifts and
new concepts. Technology is a key
enabler of the transformation. But
technology is a means to an end
and not an end in itself.
Supply chain and logistics are at
the centre of our economy. They
are the economy, as the economy
is a supply chain delivering daily
the things we need. Supply chain
and logistics is often labelled as a
digital laggard with a high level of
inertia. So far, digitisation projects
in the supply chain networks have
indeed been progressing slowly.
What is missing? What are the
hurdles in the way? A crisis can be
catalyst for change. Hence, at the
end of 2020 stands the legitimate
question: What is it that we really
achieved in 2020, and what is in
store for 2021? What has been the
journey so far and what lies ahead?
What should leaders do to stay
ahead of the curve and what the
others to increase their chances to
reduce gaps or even take the lead?
It seems that shifting gears is on
the agenda.
WE STARTED WITH A
TAILWIND—2020 BEGAN WITH
SOME DIGITAL OPTIMISM
In 2019 the supply chain industry
had moved beyond high-level
discussions, with well-scoped
pragmatic projects. These activities
were grounded in the belief that
digitisation was unavoidable
and would soon start to show its
impact.
There was that rising awareness
that those companies who waited
too long would risk to struggle at a
later stage and pay a higher price.
Leaders increasingly agreed with
the notion that digitisation may

require much more collaboration
before it becomes a magnifier of
working together in itself.
The creation of the Digital
Container Shipping Association
(DCSA) and an increasing number
of startup challenges, incubators
etc. marked the development.
Warehouse automation was in
full swing and maritime apps
were suddenly mushrooming.
Logistics service providers set up
their portals to more efficiently
deal with and manage adhoc quotations and bookings.
The broad range of activities
and actions taken announced
promising developments for the
unfolding new year.
THEN COVID-19 CAME
INTO PLAY
With the arrival of the pandemic,
automation became a hot topic.
Automated production sites, faced
less challenges of infections
and factory closures. But not
everything can be automated.
Where automation is difficult,
computer vision models were
discussed and tested as a way to
redesign manual supply chain
processes to maintain safety,
without significantly reducing
productivity. Technology and
software companies reported
increasing demand for their
solutions in 2020. Certainly, these
are indicators and positive signs
on the route to digitisation.
Visibility became the king.
Situational awareness empowers
decision makers. Which can be
simply defined as “knowing what
is going on around us”, or more
technically as “the perception of
the elements in the environment
within a volume of time and
space, the comprehension of their
meaning and the projection of
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their status in the near future”.1
In Q1 2020, around 50% of global
supply chains were impacted
by the virus. We saw delays
and backlogs. Digitisation and
visibility
helped
companies
to manage the situation. They
benefitted from seeing in near to
real time that orders were turned
away at borders or ports. They
immediately knew where they
needed to take action, such as
rerouting freight or adding new
cross-docking facilities.
But technology also failed us.
Algorithms are rarely trained on
extreme volatility. Planning tools
stopped providing reliable results.
Hence, Covid-19 also drives the
realization that people with their
experience, skills and relations
remain important. Because it is
people that fill in where machines
fail. Not a real surprise. But it is
something that we sometimes tend
to forget with our fascination with
technology and the vision of an
automated world.
At the end it will be the machinehuman hybrid that is expected
to produce the optimal results.
In parallel, an awareness of the
need for digitisation and the
role of people has risen. This has
ignited thinking towards the
broader adoptions, like openness,
knowledge and system solutions.
Whilst 2020, is widely seen as the
start of exponential digitisation,
the revolution is yet to come.
A YEAR OF REFLECTION
An attendee poll at a recent
conference of The European
1 Endsley MR. Toward a theory of situation awareness in dynamic systems.
Human Factors 1995;37(1):32–64
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Freight and Logistics Forum hints
at some cultural challenges. 52% of
the participants voted for “A more
open mindset; start up agility” as
the most important attribute to
move the freight logistics sector
forward. A workshop in the run
up to the event yielded some other
roadblocks.

help to reduce bureaucracy and
accelerate processes efficiency.
Intensified collaboration across
industries and with governments
can
be
instrumental
to
establishing eye-level relations
and defining standards. The lack
of understanding can be overcome
with information and training.

…we need to
transition to
much more
sustainable
systems, like
the circular
economy, a
model which
replaces our
take-make-waste
model with a
repair-reuserecycle approach.

On the one hand, it is up to
institutions and academia to
step up and change curricula to
respond to the demand to reduce
the knowledge gap. On the other
hand, companies need to be
willing to invest in training.

On the public sector side hurdles
are seen in “overwhelming
bureaucracy” and “slow action”.
On the company and people side,
the workshop attendees prioritised
“lack of understanding” and
“fear of innovation”. And missing
“harmonization of KPIs and data”
and “uneven B2B partnerships”
seem
to
hamper
closer
collaboration between businesses.
Shortages in data sharing and the
willingness to engage in collective
activities are likely to be additional
obstacles.
Reforms and dialogue between
the public and private sectors can

In addition, there may not be
enough talent in the market. In
particular younger generations
are reluctant to work in traditional
structures. As the startup scene is
booming, this might be something
the leadership in corporates may
wish to reflect on. Corporate
Leaders are advised to review
their employee experience culture,
innovation policies and incentive
programs.
Change
has
always
been
challenging businesses and in
times of accelerated digitisation
the stakes grow by the minute.
Digitisation is about transitioning
from competing on markets,
to designing and managing
ecosystems. The latter creates
better utilization of resources
and capacities. As history shows,
collaboration is not a natural reflex.
Nor is system thinking, which
is required to identify the key
drivers of system transformation.
ARCHITECTING THE NEXT
INDUSTRY
The high number of challenges
we face in businesses and society,
indicates that we need to transition
to much more sustainable systems,
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like the circular economy, a model
which replaces our take-makewaste model with a repair-reuserecycle approach. This movement
is on its way.
A 2020 Gartner survey finds that
70% of supply chain leaders plan
to invest into the circular economy.
Digitisation is a very helpful driver
in this transformation.
2

“Already, 35% of companies
believe that digital technology will
be a key enabler for their circular
economy strategies. However few
are leveraging new technologies
for this purpose," explains Sarah
Watt, senior director analyst with
the Gartner Supply Chain practice.
The circular economy also needs
circular supply chains. This is an
opportunity for our industry.
Capturing today’s opportunities
needs “an architect of the industry”
mindset.
This
changes
the
approach from a “forced-to-catchup with competition” to a “leader
of change”. This sets the (digital)
2 https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/
press-releases/2020-02-26-gartner-survey-shows-70--of-supply-chain-leaders-

standards and serves customers
in a superior way. Taking this path
requires courage, knowledge and
skill.
Humanity, wisdom and creativity
are fundamental to design and
build a world that is much more
aligned to societal and future
needs, than what we have today.
I am thinking about a world
from humans for humans. With
machines working with us and
for us, with an economy that is
preserving instead of gradually
destroying the planet.
This article is a call for a considerate
and wise use of technology. For
a collective action and lifelong
learning to equip ourselves with
the knowledge and instruments to
build a world that works for us as
well as for future generations.
Achieving
this
goal
needs
Leaders that are driving positive
change following a code of global
citizenship. It is needless to say
that each of us can and must be
such a leader in our own space,
shaping the industry through our
collective contributions to this
vital transformation.

plan
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